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Executive Director's Notes

The pandemic has been long and challenging for
people all over the globe. Like everyone else we
struggled at Projet PAL We made many
adjustments. We tried to re-open our community
center only to close a few months later. We did all
that we could to keep residents safe and healthy in
our housing resources.  We readjusted community
activities so they could at least be accessible on
Zoom. We stayed active with our community
partners at local and regional tables regardless of
the distance and the lack of resources with
diminished personnel.  We covered for each other
when we became sick. We worried.  And then
finally the day came and we re-opened our doors! 

Throughout the pandemic and now in its
aftermath, we have been asking our members
how they coped. How did they manage to stay
positive, healthy and hopeful? We mined for their
strengths. We mined for our own strengths as an
organization. What we found time and time again
was that if you ask about hope, that is what you
will find.  And when you find it and keep asking
details about it, it grows! What we found again and
again, is that Projet PAL and its members are
resilient, resourceful and radically hopeful!

In pursuing this year’s priorities, the employees of
Projet PAL underwent training and supervision,
given by Lavoie Solutions to implement a Solution
Focused approach to complement our alternative
one. This therapeutic model enables us to bring
our members’ attention to their past successes in

coping with challenges. Challenges such as
isolation, poverty, and loss. When we ask them
about their abilities to cope and overcome, we
explore and amplify their best selves, and that best
self gets bigger.

Together, we are carving out their individual and
our collective preferred future. What are our best
hopes? What difference will it make for us when we
are there? What past experiences tell us that we
can do this? We are seeing in every intervention,
each mental health support group, one on one
conversations and team collective strategizing,
that hope yields results.

This past year, one of our main priorities has been
the implementation of the PAL Action program. We
started with a small group to test the waters and
we are now ready to expand. All but two of the
original participants are still engaged in this four-
day-a-week community re-integration program.
Their enthusiasm and commitment have made a
significant difference in the daily functioning of the
community center. They cook, they organize, they
make art, they learn about their strengths, and
they have flourished. The impact on their self-
esteem, autonomy, and hopefulness is profound.
We are gathering statistics of this progress that will
be available at the end of our first full completed
year in the program. What we see so far tells us to
keep going and to expand this program as the
benefits are clearly far-reaching and
unprecedented. 
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IT WAS A
GREAT DAY,
THAT DAY WE
RE-OPENED
OUR DOORS!Grand re-opening of the community center



The Board of Directors was successful in
completing a review and adjustment of employee
salaries and benefits. This initiative was critical to
the functioning of our organization which is
experiencing unseen challenges in the recruitment
of new employees in the post pandemic era. 

Challenges, there are many. Verdun and the south
west vicinity of Montreal is continually being
gentrified. The new phrase ‘renoviction’ is now too
familiar. Our members can no longer afford to live
in the neighbourhood that they know and love, and
where they can readily access our's and other
mental health support services. Access to mental
health medical and follow up services has
unprecedented wait times, and the system is 
complex to navigate. Rising costs of food prices
require extra care and strategizing to make ends
meet. The pandemic pushed many people deeper
into isolation and we have work to do to bring
them back in the folds of Projet PAL’s or other
community activities. Some days, life seemed
harsher than ever. 

What has improved is Projet PA L’s ability to 
harvest hope in hard times. We do not consider
hope to be an idealized state nor a feel-good goal.
It is not a concept but a concrete path to change.
It does however require a different focus and
practice. In these challenging times, in this
problem-soaked world, it is a radical act to be
hopeful. 

The hope that we are searching for and amplifying
amongst our members requires this radical stance
that defies the assumed outcomes for people
living in poverty and living with mental health 

challenges. It is radical because it assumes that
we can thrive even in the toughest of
circumstances. When our attention is encouraged
to explore our resilient past and our preferred
future, how we cope, how we are proud to do so,
something different emerges. It is future focused,
and it is hopeful. 

This Annual Report gives our members the
opportunity to share how harvesting hope has
made a difference in their life and in our
community. It certainly has forever changed our
perception on where resilience and hope reside.
When we look for it carefully, with attention, and
curiosity we find it sitting there, quietly waiting to
be noticed. It is activated when noticed and
flourishes when encouraged. And that is what
Projet PAL is doing!

On a personal note, I would like to thank the Board
of Directors of Projet PAL who offer their time and
their leadership both enthusiastically and
prudently. 

I salute the dynamic and vibrant team of Projet PAL
who are a pleasure to work with and a source of
inspiration in our work and in my life. 

 I would like to offer special thanks to Brigitte
Lavoie, my mentor and supervisor, our trainer and
guide in our Solution Focus learning. Thank you for
reminding us of our strengths and capabilities and
for helping us to amplify hope while we coped with 
the challenges of the last few years.

I would like to give special thanks to Michaël
Lamour, our administrative assistant who is indeed 
                          so much more than that! Michaël 
                          supports every single one of us each 
                          and every day. He does this quietly, 
                          professionally and with great 
                          kindness. Michael is both our right 
                          and left hand; the backbone and the 
                          constant co-leader of Projet PAL.   

                          Finally, I would like to thank the  
                          members of Projet P.A.L. who show 
                          each other and us, how to be brave 
                          and how to be hopeful.   
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Angela Murphy,
Executive Director
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Elizabeth TranClaudia FrateEmma De Lafontaine-Jovani

Team
Acknowledgement

The team of Projet PAL worked with diligence and passion this past year. The Solution Focused training
required them to review and deeply question practices and habits. They did this with open minds and
curiosity. As they experienced the positive results, they worked even harder. This commitment to learning was
done while dealing with heavier workloads, and ongoing absences of colleagues and partners due to Covid.
They are a dedicated and passionate group. Members are welcomed to the community center and to the
housing resources with warmth, enthusiasm and compassion. Their commitment to their work is inspiring!

We are always sorry to see members of our team leave,
but it's often to move on to new projects and to follow
their dreams.  Anne-Marie Gallant our individual aid and
collective action worker is leaving Projet PAL this June.
Anne-Marie has contributed to our organization with
passion and drive for 6 years and her departure will be
felt by everyone in this community. Anne-Marie is our
encyclopedia, our library, our reference person. As we
are wondering about something, she is already looking it
up. She finds ways, forages paths, elicits ideas and may
be one of the most helpful persons we have ever met!
Her ability to know more about issues is only matched
by her ability to genuinely care for the people around
her. Anne-Marie leaves us with a legacy of curiosity and
drive, to do the best for the people around us. We wish
her the very best in her projects, hopes and dreams. 
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Improve 
self-esteem (51%)

Members infographic
WHO ARE PAL'S MEMBERS?

207

PAL is a
community of
207 members. 

50/50

104 men & 103
women.  Non-binary

are welcomed too!

50/50

50% of the members
speak French and

50% speak English.

Baby-boomers,
Gens X, Y & Z are all

part of PAL's history!

   3%
65%
32%

18-29 years old

30-59 years old

60+ years old

WHERE ARE THE
MEMBERS FROM?

TOP 3 PERSONAL
QUALITIES THAT
HELP  MEMBERS
ACHIEVE THEIR

GOALS 

TOP 3 GOALS TO
COME TO PAL

51% Verdun
13% The South-West
12% LaSalle
19% Elsewhere in MTL
 5% Outside of MTL

Proximity is a huge factor
since PAL is part of its
members' daily life.

Break 
isolation (70%)

Receive mental
health support
(59%)

According to our survey,
members on average made
66% progress towards their

goal. 

Sociable (23%)

Altruist (12%)

Persverant (9%)

These are but 3 qualities
amid the many more that

PAL members possess. 

DIGITAL
During the pandemic, PAL
carried most of its activites
online. We asked our members
how they felt about it.

70%
68%
56%
69%

had access to internet.

had no difficulties using a computer or a smarphone.

participated in our Zoom activities during COVID.

prefer to have activities in person.11



A word with the
Board President

France Paré is a member of Projet PAL and has been the
President of the Board of Directors for 4 years. We met in the
Boardroom at Projet PAL for this interview.

CONVERSATION WITH
FRANCE

Projet PAL (P). Hello France, thank you so much
for coming in for this interview. Can you tell me a
little about what happened on the Board of
Directors this year?

France (F). Sure we met 10 times all on Zoom. It
was ok we were more used to it this year but still
just not the same as meeting in person. 

P. And what business did the Board take care of
this year? 

F. Well in November we were finally able to start
the new program the General Assembly voted on
last year. This program called PAL Action runs like a
PASS-Action work reintegration program where
members are remunerated for their participation
in the community center. It is an excellent program
and so far I have received only positive comments
from the participants and the members at large! 

P. What else has the Board of Directors overseen?
 
F. The Board mandated all the employees of Projet
PAL to receive training in Solution Focused Brief
Therapy. We are seeing the benefits of this traninig
and this approach throughout the organization
specifically in the Mental Health Support Groups.
Personally, it has changed my life and I approach 

problems in a very different way now. I see
solutions faster, easier.

P. That’s great! What other kind of projects and
decisions has the Board overseen. 

F. We see a lot of challenges in the hiring of new
employees. Like everywhere else this has become
very difficult. So to be more competitive we raised
the staff salaries and benefits to be at par with
other workers in the community/clinical sector.
Once we do hire people they tend to stay as it is a
good place to work but the hiring market is
challenging! We also had to manage the
organization through another year of the
pandemic. There was a lot of isolation in our
community and the Direction and the Board
worked together to combat this even with all the
social restrictions. There was so much to manage
just to stay afloat again this year. We had to
change activities, use Zoom and cancel certain
activities or re-create others and I think we lost
members because of all these changes.

P. I see. What are the Board of Directors priorities
for the coming year?

F. We are going to start a recruitment campaign
with the goal of increasing our membership by 100
participants over the next two years. It will be a big
challenge but we are going to try! We will also
keep working on employee recruitment as well as
manage the ongoing issues around Covid. Finally,
we will stay involved and increase our
participation with our community partners, 
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particularly locally with the challenges of
gentrification and lack of affordable housing for
people with mental health challenges. 

P. I think we are going to be busy! France what
are you most proud of at Projet PAL?

F. The members, their resilience. They are so
respectful, even during hard times. And the
employees have worked so hard this year- I raise
my hat to them. Every single one of them who is
currently with us, is so important. 

P. What does it mean for you personally to be the
President of the PAL Board of Directors?

F. I love that I know all the members!  I think there is
no other Board like us. When I was working in
another agency in health care, people didn’t talk
at the Board. Here, every Board member is
invested, it is very special. People are involved.
They have a lot of good will. Being President I try to  
give 100%. I am not able to manage everything but
I share my opinion, I share ideas and I offer my life
experience. My life experience helps me and the
Board to understand the difficulties people are
going through.

P. What is your best hope for PAL in the coming
year? 

F. I hope that we will get new members and new
candidates for the PAL Action Program. It is really
something this program, we run the place! This is a
safe place. It has a familial ambience and there is
no judgement. If anyone has questions, they can
talk to me. I welcome that.

P. Thank you France for all that
you do, you're a great leader.

Board of Directors

Priorities for 2022-2023Priorities for 2022-2023

1. To increase our membership 
   by 100 participants over the 
   next two years, with 
   particular emphasis on the  
   PAL Action program.

2. To improve our employee 
    recruitment methods.

3. To continue our Solution- 
    Focused training and to use 
    it in every aspects of PAL. 
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PAL (P) Christian, thank you so much for taking
the time to meet with me today. I really
appreciate it. How long have you been on the
Board of Directors of Projet PAL?

Christian (C) since October 2019.

P. And what made you decide to want to do this?

C. It was another member of the Board who kept
asking me "why don’t you become an
administrator?" 

P. And what did you think about that?

C. Well at the beginning I was not ready to put in
the time to something like that. I had just moved
and I was not ready. But after a while I said yes.
And I guess it worked out great!

P. And what are some of the challenges of being a
Board member? 

C. Well the biggest challenge so far was Covid.
That was a big challenge personally for myself as
well as for other Board members. We had to do our
meetings through Zoom on the internet and it was
not easy but we did it and I’m proud of it.

CONVERSATION WITH
CHRISTIAN

Being on the BoardBeing on the Board
Christian is a resident of Sous le
Toit de PAL, a participant in the
PAL Action program as well as
the treasurer of the PAL Board
of Directors.

P. Yes that’s true. What are you most proud
about of as a Board administrator?

C. Well during those two years of Covid, we
were all able, the members, to meet on
Zoom to keep doing the meetings. And I
guess we were able to make good
decisions, not easy decisions but I think
everybody benefitted from those decisions. 

P. Yes you had to manage things from a
distance too! And being a Board member
what has that changed for you personally?

C. Well it gave me more confidence
because I was always a kind of shy person. I
didn’t like to speak in front of other people
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This picture shows Christian, realizing a goal,This picture shows Christian, realizing a goal,  
  adressing a crowd of 30 people while doingadressing a crowd of 30 people while doing
the announcements at one of our weeklythe announcements at one of our weekly
commnuity meals. Every week, Christiancommnuity meals. Every week, Christian
either cooked or served meals to his felloweither cooked or served meals to his fellow
members. This year, PAL served more than 852members. This year, PAL served more than 852
meals in spite of the pandemic!meals in spite of the pandemic!
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 and sometimes I had to make a speech in front of
other people and I was really not feeling good
about it. And now I’m getting better and better so it
helped me a lot. 

P.  Wow Public Speaking! So how did you do it?

C. With hard work and by participating in the PAL
Action activities that helped me a lot. 
 

P. And what else do you like about being on the
Board?

C.  I like socializing with others and discussing and
even if we are not always in agreement its okay.
We are allowed to have our own ideas. 

P. Yes and I really appreciate how you all do that.
You do say your opinion and ask questions
sometimes difficult questions. And how do you do
that?

C. By doing this with respect,  respect to other
members and their ideas. 

P. Yes there is a lot of respect on our Board, we are
very lucky. And Christian what is your best hope
for you, as a Board member for this upcoming
year? 

C. I hope that I will feel better when I am doing
public speaking. That I feel better even when I talk
in front of others. And I wish that our decisions, not
only mine, but all of our decisions will help
members of Projet PAL and give the best services
to other members. 

P. And when you’re feeling confident and you are
able to speak more comfortably what difference
will that make for you?

C. Well it will make a lot of changes in my life
because being able to speak to people 
its good to be able to express myself, my opinions
and my feelings.

P. What are your best hopes for this organization?
What is your vision for the next two years? 

C. I hope that PAL keeps up its good work, that we
will keep offering all these good things to 

members and keep being there for when they
need us.

P. What would you like PAL to offer?

C. Things like the activities that we do on Friday
afternoons that allow people to come out from
their isolation. Community meals. Also PAL Action!
Now we have a great group and its only been six or
seven months, and I hope we have more members
in the future who will be hired to do the program.
And housing that is a very tough issue. We have to
put pressure on the government to make housing
available for all our people who need it. To make
more places like CAP or Sous le Toit.

P. Let’s say you are at the end of your mandate,
two years from now and you are looking back
proudly and saying yes we did a lot! What would
you be most proud of? 

C. To bring people back to PAL, to bring them back
to our activities, and to offer this to more members
so they can benefit. We can maybe not extend
very much right, now but in the future once Covid
is over we will be able to welcome many more.

P. If you were to meet someone who was like you
were, living isolated and who was lonely, what
would you say to them about this organization
and about coming here.

C. Well I would say to that person that if you are by
yourself, and you seem to have no hope for the
future, you have nothing to lose, come to PAL. We
have people here to help you and it will be great to
change lots of things in your life. Before I came to
PAL I was isolated and I didn’t want to be with
nobody. I was really not so great of a life. Now that
I am part of the PAL Action and the PAL Board my
life has changed. During Covid they were there for
me to help me and it’s a great organization.

P. You seem proud to be a Board member.

C. Yes It is one of the reasons I am doing this work
because I believe in what PAL is doing, and what
Sous le Toit is doing. I don’t know where I would be
today if I didn't have this. It was a great change in
my life. Thank you so much,

P. Thank you Christian that was a lovely
interview.
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Community
Center

We were able to slowly go back to in person activities last year. OfWe were able to slowly go back to in person activities last year. Of
course, we had to adapt our activities in order to respect socialcourse, we had to adapt our activities in order to respect social
distancing rules. PAL members quickly got into the habit of calling thedistancing rules. PAL members quickly got into the habit of calling the
community center each week to sign up for activities and to chit-chatcommunity center each week to sign up for activities and to chit-chat
with the workers. The main objective of the community center is towith the workers. The main objective of the community center is to
break isolation, which seems to have worked for many such as Markbreak isolation, which seems to have worked for many such as Mark
who is a PAL Board member and a regular community centerwho is a PAL Board member and a regular community center
participant.participant.

CONVERSATION WITH MARK

PAL (P). Mark thank you so much for coming in
today, I really appreciate it. How long have you
been a member of Projet PAL.

Mark (M). It’s been eight years. I was living at CAP
(Carrefour Autonomie PAL) and was encouraged
to come to the center. I have a social phobia and I
found that coming to the center really helped me
come out of my shell. I like that we have a lot of
activities especially things like the members café
where everyone talks together and you meet
people you have never met before. They put out
nice table cloths and they really welcome you and
invite you in and you have the chance to just really
get along with the other person at your table. 

Sometimes my week is very quiet and I don’t do a
lot of different things, so I find that the members
café for example makes me feel a lot better by the
time I leave. 

P. What other kinds of activities does the
community center offer?

M. We have weekly community meals which I find
amazing because we get a good meal and
dessert and its only $2.00! The food is really
healthy which is great because at home I don’t eat
many fruits or vegetables. I really like talking with
the staff too. They are really nice people and they
listen to you if you have a problem and they will
help you with the problem too. 

P. Tell me more.

M. We do other things like we went apple picking
and we recently went to a sugar shack. It was
incredible because we got to see different
situations. I have never been apple picking or seen
an orchard before. So, it was so nice to walk
through the orchard and there was a wagon and
animals. It makes a big difference to be out of the
city, when you’re in the country, there’s less
pressure and there is nature and animals.

P. Mark what do you think that the community
center service best offers to people living with
mental health challenges?

M. I think it is very rare that you find an
organization that doesn’t focus on your mental
health challenges. You know, here they really focus
on you being a person and being able to
accomplish a lot of different things and to go
further and live with your mental illness in a
positive way. For a long time people didn’t
understand my sickness and they thought I was 
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very different from everybody else and when we
come here to this organization we feel equal to
everybody else. 

P. What hopes do you have for the community
center? What would you love to see happen? 

M. I would love to see even more members come
so they can accomplish even more for themselves
than they are already doing. 

P. Mark, suppose you met somebody who didn’t
know anything about PAL and they were lonely
and felt a bit different, what would you say to
them?

M. I would say that if they were lonely that they
could benefit a lot from this organization. A person
who is down on their hopes could really benefit.
The staff, and the members in the PAL Action
program really welcome you when you come in.
Everybody comes toward you and gives you a lot
of heart and a lot of happiness. In the community
center you will never be looked at as a person with
problems. You will be looked at as a person like
anybody else. You can be helped and you will get
better. 

P. Thank you so much Mark, it was great
speaking with you.

Community Center
Activities

participation in activitiesparticipation in activities807

participation in workshopsparticipation in workshops608

Activities included "café-rencontres," apple
picking, sugar shack outing, online
christmas party, biodome outing, Upper
Canada Village outing, picnics, etc.

Workshops included solution-focused
group discussions, choir, coping
mechanisms workshops, animal
workshops, etc.

Mark St-P. & Wilma H. at a community meal
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CONVERSATION WITH KELLY

PAL
Action

The PAL Action program is our proudest achievement of 2021! It's a newThe PAL Action program is our proudest achievement of 2021! It's a new
renumerated work and life skills program based on a solution-focusedrenumerated work and life skills program based on a solution-focused
approach. It helps participants to develop work skills and positive mentalapproach. It helps participants to develop work skills and positive mental
and physical lifestyle choices. Hoping to work on herself, Kelly was one ofand physical lifestyle choices. Hoping to work on herself, Kelly was one of
the seven participants who took part in this transformative experience!the seven participants who took part in this transformative experience!

PAL (P) Hello! Thank you so much for taking the
time to meet with me today. So, Kelly, how long
have you been in the PAL Action program? Or as
we say a PAL Activist!

Kelly (K) Around six months now. 

P. And what difference has that made for you?

K. It’s given me a sense of confidence, of
community, and I’m making friends with women
that understand mental illness. It has done a lot of
things, a lot of good things. 

P. That does sound like a lot of good 
things. With this better sense of 
confidence and community and making
 friends that understand your mental
health, what do you notice is different? 

K. More meaning to my days, not as 
isolated. Thinking about the future and 
maybe possibilities in the future 
which I have not been able to 
think about for a long time, 
just because I have been in 
survival mode, right? 

P. Right. And what do you 
like about being in the 
PAL Action program? 

K. The variety. That’s 
what I would say, the 
variety of the activities 
that I think is unusual and
 which make the program so 
valuable. It's many different 
things. So, if someone not 

doing all right at one thing they can do and feel
better at another activity and feel good about
themselves. I think variety is really important for
people.

P. Yes, I think you are right about that. 

K. Especially for people with mental illness.

P. And Kelly, what would you say in this program
is maybe of most benefit for people's mental
health?

K. The fact that you can have these activities and
for it not to be too stressful. I mean it is the stress
that you have to deal with in mental illness that is
the killer. So, people can’t generally work, because
it is too difficult, stressful, long hours, very poorly   
                 paid. That’s the good thing about the PAL 
                    Action program, you can try new things 
                            and if you fail or don’t fail it is not a 
                                   problem. So even if you are not 
                                   feeling well, you can still do the 
                         program. That’s what I feel is right. It 
                         was just so important because there 
                      were years where I didn’t do anything 
                       at all, because I didnt feel well, you 
                      know, I didn’t feel there was anywhere 
                       that I fit in.                                              

                                       P. And how do you fit in here?

                                                    K. I fit in here because I  
                                                                 understand the 
                                              participants. I understand 
                                                          their illnesses. I fit in 
                                                      because it is a holistic 
                                                               approach. It’s an 
                                                                 artistic, creative 
                                                         approach to mental 
                                                       illness which I haven’t 
                                                  encountered in  hospital 
                                                   settings or jobs that are 
                                        offered to people with mental 
                                         illness. I don’t see that there’s
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ever been a creative outlet in any way. You know
it’s either you’re in or you’re out. 

P. And you’re a creative person. What are the
things about your creativity that you appreciate
the most?

K. I love art.

P.  You sure do. And what is the most important
thing you have learned since joining this
program.
 
K. Oh the most important thing I have learned is I
don’t know, mindfulness? The most important
thing I have learned is to be integrated into
something with other people. A lot of jobs that are
on offer, they deplete your- self. They are not good
for the soul. I have done this in the past, even as a
volunteer, you are giving your time and you’re
giving  and giving and you’re not being
appreciated. 

P. So, the most important thing you have learned
is integrating with other people, and if I
understand too, being appreciate. What else?

K. Learning how to work again a little bit. Not that I
call this work its more about communicating.
Trying to communicate after being in my mind for
so many years. It’s very difficult for people to
communicate when they have spent so much
time at home by themselves, isolated you know,
you forget how to communicate. So just dealing
with people again is good.

P. I wonder, who has noticed this change?

K. My friends have noticed it for sure! They say Kelly
you’ve got more confidence. You’re happier than
you used to be. I have thought about things I
haven’t thought about for a very long time, such as
trying to do theater someday, you know just small
parts. Nothing big nothing stressful. Maybe that
could work. Maybe even that there are possibilities
there that I could! Because you get stuck, I got
stuck for years because I didn’t want the jobs I did
in my thirties, and I’ve done them all. I’ve done the
cleaning I’ve done all those hard jobs. And I can’t
do that anymore. But at the same time, you want
to get off disability, because who wants to be on
disability! You know not many people want that for
their lives. And then you can’t, you’re not there 

yet. You’re not there. I’ve been there for a long time.

P. That is an amazing dream to think about going
back to acting Kelly. What do you think about
that? Say in two years from now, you realized,
Wow I’m able to do this now!  

K. I would give you a million bucks. I would feel
really good.

P. It seems that you are already on your way?

K. We’ll see I am working on it.

P. Yes, you are. Is there anything else you would
like to say about your participation in this
program?
 
K. Well, I would just really like to see people do the
program and build on that and see where it goes.
If you need help this is a good place to come, it’s
as simple as that. It really is. 

P. Thanks Kelly. What I appreciate most about
seeing you in this program is seeing how quickly
all your strengths are emerging. It’s wonderful to
see that! You seem ready.

K. I am ready.

p. What are you ready 
for?

K. I am ready to prove
to myself that I am 
more than one inch tall. 

P. And if you are more 
than one inch tall, 
what are you?

K. A valuable member 
of society would be 
really nice. One day 
yeah.

P. And that you are 
Kelly. Thank you 
for sharing 
your story.
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CONVERSATION WITH WENDY

Due to COVID, our transition house did not house any residents last year. We used that opportunity to do
much needed major renovations. This will allow us to offer safe and confortable housing for many more
years, starting as soon as 2022!

As for its shared lodging program, CAP housed 11 residents in its apartments. We had the chance to interview
Wendy who has been living in this program for six months.

PAL (P). Wendy thank you for agreeing to do this
interview and for talking about CAP’s  Shared
Lodging program. What brought you here to this
program?

Wendy. (W) That I needed to live on my own. And
the opportunity was there. I was very happy and
very anxious to come. Yeah, I needed to be on my
own.

P. And what difference did it make to you, being
on your own?

W. Independence. Making my own decisions. Being
able to use my voice and I say that as a metaphor
of being able to speak without being judged. I think
like a new life, It’s really incredible. 

P. And being able to find that voice, what
difference does that make?

W. I think it gives me my own self-respect. I feel like
I have integrity, like I’m being heard and I feel like
what I feel and what I think matters. Yeah, its
freedom. Oh, that’s amazing mentally!

CarrefourCarrefour  
AutonomieAutonomie  
PALPAL

P. And what is it about living here in the Shared
Lodging project that enables you to have that
feeling of freedom?

W. Because you’re very independent but I know if
there’s something I’m not sure about I know that I
can call downstairs. I think deciding that I want to
make the best of what I have and of what is
offered to me. 

P. When you are at your best and when you are
able to use what you have, what would someone
who knows you really well say about you?

W. I would say my grandson who is 15 years old,
has told me that he is very proud of me. He saw
many changes in me personally. And my son, he
saw many changes in me. He saw that I was more
outgoing. Not so depressed, I’m more vocal,
upbeat. 

P. That is amazing, and you are still in the early
stage of your stay here, it is well under a year. So,
as you look ahead to your upcoming months
here, what are your best hopes?

W. My best hopes are obviously working with
myself emotionally and physically, because I have
things to work on. I think getting to know other
people, mingling, because I think I have something
to offer, as they have to offer. So, I think getting out
there and getting more involved in the world.
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P. And what would that look like, if you were more
involved what would you be doing?

W. Having my own money and being able to go for
coffee, shopping. But also going to Projet PAL and
maybe doing some volunteer work, getting
involved with other people that maybe have the
same issues that I have. I can’t see myself getting
a job but volunteering, yeah. Mostly just being
independent out there. To get more used to the
outside world. Getting used to being on my own. 

P. You were saying before that you have
something to offer. What is the best thing you
have to offer?

W. I think it is experience, because we all go
through stuff, I have a lot of compassion and
interacting on a one-to-one basis. I am very
interested in hearing other people’s stories. I am
aware and I think I have a good awareness of
things. This is what I have to offer, I feel for now it is
good enough.

P. That is really good, to feel that it is good
enough.

W. I would always put myself you know, below and
now I am starting to give myself a little. And I have
great people to interact with. Last week I did an
exercise with another resident downstairs. Oh my
God it was incredible. The way he feels, the way I
feel and that we just had this connection.

P. You seem to know yourself very well.

W. And that is the truth! Yeah, I was completely
lost, and I really found myself here and finding,
that never stops, right? So, every day I am finding
something about myself. The things I always felt 

like I couldn’t do or I was weak. You know I realize I
can, there’s many things that I’ve done that I never
thought I could do before you know. So yeah I am
very glad to be here.

P. I’m glad too.Wendy if you could time travel,
and you could go back to that person who didn’t
have a voice what would you want to say to
them?

W. It’s that with even the tiniest step or effort
sometimes even effort is hard, but to move even
the tiniest step would maybe move to an even
bigger step. And I would tell that person, you’re not
helpless and you’re not hopeless. That’s exactly
what I believe. You know it takes a lot of work
because I thought I would never climb out of that
hole. It was a hole. But when you grab on even if
you just grab on and stay there, it’s a start.
Because you grabbed on. And that’s what I would
tell her, you can. There are setbacks because I
would feel defeated. Stay there. you can. For
everything there is a solution back there. Yeah.
Yeah.

P. Thank you Wendy. Is there something else
about your story, or about the changes that have
happened for you since you moved to Shared
Lodging that I haven’t asked you about?
Something else that you would say, wait this is
essential. 

W. I would say that CAP and Projet PAL have given
encouragement and definitely support.
Encouragement and it can be done. It can. I don’t
know if that’s the right phrasing but yeah Hope.
There’s hope!

P. That’s amazing thank you so much. 
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Affordable housing and community support makesAffordable housing and community support makes
Sous le Toit de PAL (SLT) the perfect place toSous le Toit de PAL (SLT) the perfect place to
maintain one's autonomy in the commmunity. Amaintain one's autonomy in the commmunity. A
total of 29 persons lived at SLT last year. In 2021,total of 29 persons lived at SLT last year. In 2021,
with the help of two mental workers, the residentswith the help of two mental workers, the residents
set up a disinfectation team to reduce the risks ofset up a disinfectation team to reduce the risks of
contracting COVID. Furthermore, after much effortcontracting COVID. Furthermore, after much effort
from the residents, they were able to get theirfrom the residents, they were able to get their
bedbug problem under control. This achievement isbedbug problem under control. This achievement is
only one of many.only one of many.  

Wilma has been living at Sous le Toit de PAL since
2010. She invited me into her home for this
interview. Her apartment is decorated with care
and artistry and reflects Wilma’swonderful sense
of style. 

PAL  (P) Thanks for inviting me over Wilma. Can
you tell me about where you were before you
came to SLT? 

Wilma (W).  I had an apartment that was super
expensive and I just couldn’t afford it. It was really,
really on my nerves. I was shaking because every
month I couldn’t pay the electricity, and if I paid
the electricity, I couldn’t pay the rent. And then
there was a water bill. Every month I was upset. 

P. That sounds very difficult. And when did you
move into SLT? 

W. In 2010. 

P. And what difference did that make for you?

W. Wow, a big difference! I got to see how to do
things my way. I was lifted out of a dark place, you
know like I saw some light when I moved in here. I
was like coming out of a shell. When I was told I got  
the apartment I was so happy, enlightened by this
news! I moved in the next month and I rested, and
then became more confident. I had a few habits
and I said to myself so If I want this apartment, I 

CONVERSATION WITH WILMA

Sous le Toit de PALSous le Toit de PAL

have to drop these habits. So, I stopped and then I
started to see the funds coming in. So, I have a
budget, and I have food to eat, I don’t need to go
to the food bank It was a hard thing when I started
my problem solving it was really hard at first. But
after I quit my habits I was much more relaxed.

P. What has helped you to quit habits and live
another lifestyle?

W. The rules. And the workers, they helped me
because I was helping myself. I asked for help with
all kind of different situations. They are very caring,
they understand where we are coming from. They
make it easy for you.  They help you keep
appointments, and stuff like that. They helped me
to be autonomous and be on my own. 

P. What other difference has it made living here?

W. Its relaxing. The building is quiet. During Covid
everybody stayed safe. They showed us how to
sanitize, how to overcome the loneliness, and they
had people come in and bring us lunch and we
met on Zoom and stuff like that. We had it easy.

P. Sounds great. And your apartment is gorgeous.
You’ve got really good taste.
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W. Thank you! And I love where the building is
situated. It's next to everything. It just a couple of
blocks from the metro, from everything. 

P. What else has been helpful. Tell me more. 

W. I went back to school and got my diploma. In
college, I got my diploma for that! I don’t know how
I did it but I somehow did it. Bobby (my neighbour)
was there for me right through the whole situation.
And I finally got it.

P. That’s an incredible achievement.
Congratulations!

W. It makes me realize how lucky I am to be a part
of this. I feel wanted.

P. In terms of your mental health follow up what is
better? 

W. I got a good doctor. I have a social worker. They
make sure I am ok. I am more stable. I have a
disability and they call me every day to help me
take my meds. I am speaking more clearly now
and people can understand me. I am doing a lot
better in terms of my mental health. I have a little
money to spend and to go outside and take in
some warm sun or cool breeze. And I am secure
and this is one of the most important things in life
to be safe.

P. What are you best hopes for this year Wilma? 

W. To learn French and to keep working on the PAL
Action program. I’m in this program which is
amazing. I have a life that I never thought I would
have. I can talk to people. I like to work. And wow
the other people in the program were so gentle
and kind. I lost my Mum and they all gave me their
numbers so I could call them. I wasn’t alone at all. I
feel stable, strong, confident, powerful. I have this
feeling inside of me that is moving on to better
things in life because of being in this program. I get
out every day, I pass people on the street and I feel
comfortable. I have a family in this program.

P. It sound so positive Wilma, you are
comfortable in this work program and you have 
 basic things like going outside and having a
sense of freedom and feeling safe. 

W. It’s incredible !

P. What else would you love to do next?

W. Actually I would love to work 5 days a week. I
want to finish my French class so I can speak to
people in French and then get a job.

P. OK! And when you have this job, what will you
be doing?

W. I would like to be a receptionist. I have studied
secretary’s duties but I forgot how to type. I can
type a little, and when I learn my French, I could
get this job. And I hear that they have special
programs for that that could be just right for me.
That would make me really happy. I’m already
happy, but I’d be even more happy, ecstatic!!

P. Thank you Wilma, I am so impressed by all you
have achieved, and excited for what you are
going to do next! Thank you for sharing your
inspiring story. 

Wilma H.
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PAL (P). Hi Laurent thank you for welcoming me
into your home. I am curious to know  about your
experience here at Logi-PAL. How did you land
here?

Laurent (L) I was waiting for a low -cost housing
and my social worker advised me to go to Projet
PAL. It was a few years wait and I was patient and
then I had an interview and was accepted.

P.What year was that?

L .2009.

P. So you have been here a long time! And
Laurent what changed in your life when you
moved here.

L. Well it opened doors for me. I always wanted to
play music. I played guitar since I was 15 years old
and I had previous music lessons on the flute when
I was a boy but I felt I needed more education in
music. It gave me the opportunity to have a
private teacher to learn my instrument. Like now
I’m up to writing melodies and compositions, as
well as performing.

P. So how did living here enable you to do all this?

L. Well it gave me the funds to pay for my
education.

P. Right, because it is low-cost housing. And what
other difference did it make in your life?

L. It gave me autonomy to do my groceries pay my
rent and do all the things an individual is
responsible for. It gave me my art too. I have an art
teacher too.

P. You are very artistic Laurent! And what about
the community here, your neighbours?

L. M. is one of my best friends I have had and for a
very long time. He is a very good person. I know his
family quite well.  They have invited me for
Christmas and dinners. We speak together
concerning M’s needs. I am becoming a sort of
caregiver for him I am going to see his Dr. with him
at the outpatient clinic at the Douglas.

Logi-PALLogi-PALCONVERSATION WITH
LAURENT Laurent is a resident, an artist and a musicianLaurent is a resident, an artist and a musician

and the President of the Board of Directorsand the President of the Board of Directors    ofof
Logi-PAL,Logi-PAL,    a low cost housing project that wasa low cost housing project that was  
  established by Projet PAL in 1986. Logi-PALestablished by Projet PAL in 1986. Logi-PAL
offersoffers    affordable permanent housing andaffordable permanent housing and
community housing support services to its sixcommunity housing support services to its six
residents. Laurent welcomed me into hisresidents. Laurent welcomed me into his
apartment for this interview.apartment for this interview.
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P. A lot of people would think that a person with
mental health challenges wouldn’t be able to
take care of somebody else. What would you say
about that?

L. You have to take care of yourself first. You have
to be responsible of yourself first. You have to take
your medication. You have to be autonomous and
then after that you can help someone else  with
their needs. You know it’s a great joy to help
another person.

P. What difference does it make for you that you
can offer that support to someone?

L. It could be life and death. Because I found M. in
his apartment before he went to the hospital and
called 911 and they brought him to the hospital
right away. I take care of M. and go as often as I
can.

P. It’s amazing that you do this. What are you
most proud of in your life here at Logi-PAL?

L. I like to be a leader instead of a follower. I would
like people to say, I will do music theory with a
teacher too. Laurent is  doing it and he finished it
as well.

P. Tell me more about your leadership?

L. Well I have always had some leadership, I’m not
like an icon but someone who can be looked to to
make the proper decision at the right time.

P. Right! And you are on the Board of Directors
can you talk a little about that?

L. I enjoyed being on the Board of Directors, I was
treasurer for nine years. It was important to be my
best to give good input. I was then voted in as
President, I am new at that. I have read all the
manuals and policy by-laws of Logi PAL and I like
to follow the policies of the company.

P. Here’s another example where we could say
that some people's assumptions are incorrect in
that people with mental health challenges
couldn’t  be president of a low cost housing
project for people with those same mental health
challenges. You are proof that it’s not true! How
has being president of Logi-PAL changed your
life? 

L. It gives you the acceptance of mentally ill people
of accepting them as people. They have their
needs like anybody else. 

P. What are those needs?

L. You need to surround yourself with good people.
Believe in the social system of your psychiatrist,
your social worker, your medications. And the
community group gives you the chance to be
social. I experienced isolation during the pandemic
but before that I used to go to Projet PAL, it gave
me a social setting. I have sung too in the PAL choir
for 13 years!

P. Laurent, if you were to meet a younger version
of yourself and you had just been diagnosed with
a mental health challenge, what would you say to
that person, how would you offer them support?

L. Speak with your doctor your psychiatrist. There is
always a light at the end of the tunnel. It may take
a little while for medication and other situations to
improve but they will. Try find a place like Projet PAL
and alternative housing is very good. We are very
fortunate people. Many people live in unsecure
housing. I believe the government needs to build
more social housing. I wish everyone could be
happy and have their needs taken care of in social
housing. And if you are a person, who has nothing
to do, try find a hobby, a plan because it's
rewarding. You can find people who are interested
and who may have the same passions as you do.
Be the best you can be.  

P. Thank you for this geat interview and your wise
words.
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Collective Action

Aid &
Accompaniment

Despite the pandemic, Projet PAL continued to work with its community partners to improve our society.Despite the pandemic, Projet PAL continued to work with its community partners to improve our society.
We spearheaded the We spearheaded the Anti-HuissiersAnti-Huissiers campaign, contributed to the RRASMQ's project "La Société et Nous", campaign, contributed to the RRASMQ's project "La Société et Nous",
participated in a MTPA (Mouvment pour Transport Public Aborable) demonstrationparticipated in a MTPA (Mouvment pour Transport Public Aborable) demonstration    and sat on differentand sat on different
concertation tables such as the Table en habitation et urbanisation de Verdun, the Table en Santé mentaleconcertation tables such as the Table en habitation et urbanisation de Verdun, the Table en Santé mentale
et dépendance du Sud-Ouest and an adhoc homelessness committee orgazined by Verdun.et dépendance du Sud-Ouest and an adhoc homelessness committee orgazined by Verdun.  

CONVERSATION WITH 
ANNE-MARIE

PAL (P). Anne-Marie, can you speak about what
you did in this past year in your role as PAL’s
Individual Aide and Collective Action worker?  

Anne-Marie (A-M). Well many different things,
which kept it so interesting. I met with PAL
members and other people living with mental
health challenges, that needed  support, to access
services, to exercise their rights, and get
information. A lot of the one-on-one work I did was
around the access to health care, to mental health
services, communicating with welfare, helping
people in terms of housing, housing rights, and
access to social housing.  In terms of collective
action, it's linked, because what we offer as
support to individuals is often also impacting the
whole mental health community. We're not 

carrying this alone, we worked in partnership with
other groups, or simply supporting other groups in
defending collective rights, attending,
demonstrations, organizing, rallies, writing letters
to express concerns to government officials, those
kinds of things. 

P. It must mean a lot for a member who has a
problem with housing or access to services, to
have somewhere to go and someone to talk to.
What have you noticed about the differences that
has made in people's lives?

A-M. Sometimes the psychological burden and the
stress of experiencing a difficulty is really lessened.
When at least you don't feel alone. I think
sometimes just being validated that, "oh, yeah,
there are very real barriers." It's not easy to
navigate this system. I think that can make a world
of difference. Even if the situation is not resolved  

First Zoom meeting for the Anti-Huissiers campaign
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yet, I think that has a huge impact. I could also say
that sometimes it's made a difference in terms of
choosing to continue, of not giving up. 

P. And what differences has this made for you
professionally and personally, to be that
necessary support and to be able to make that
difference in people's lives.

A-M. It's had a really good impact on me, seeing
people overcome difficulty, or helping them
actually tear down a barrier. This is one of the
purest forms of joy I've ever experienced in life. I
think there's so much wrong in the world. And
people face a lot of difficulties, that I think it's so
important to celebrate even the small steps and
the little victories. And I love doing that with people.
sbeen really good to see 
people through the years as 
well, and see when there's 
progress or when people 
used to need my support 
for certain things, but are 
now managing just fine, or 
even helping out other 
people, letting other people
know how to access certain 
services. That's been pretty 
great.

P.  That must feel great! 
What do you feel most 
proud of in your work at PAL
 in this past year and 
throughout this COVID era?

A-M. I think I would say that I'm ost proud thole, the 
A-M. I think I would say that I'm most proud that as
a whole, the organization stayed so present and
even managed to take on new projects and to
dream and work towards the future. And that our
community of members stayed together that we
didn't lose contact with too many members. And I
feel very proud that I've played an important role
in carrying it forward, working that phone,
contacting people, explaining and re -explaining
how to stay connected through Zoom. I'm proud
that I've been part of that safety net. In the last
year, I'm most proud of the campaign we did to
put an end to the Huissier (Bailiff) TV show. I'm
really, proud, how we responded to something that
started as a horrifying discovery, namely, that a
television show produced by a mental health 

benefactor, filmed one of our members as she was
getting evicted, and that spoke negatively about
her, and her living situation. We turned the tables
around, took back some power and with this
member's consent, addressed something that was
not only wrong for one individual, but for everyone.
We made it a collective action. The Anti-Huissier
campaign managed to get support from quite a
variety of organizations, and national coalitions in
homelessness and housing rights and mental
health. That's been big. And we had an impact. We
were in the news. And I'm proud about it. 

P. So many people and groups had the same
visceral response as you initially did when you
learned about this TV show. How can this be  
                                                     happening? How can 
                                                     someone’s rights be so 
                                                     violated for profit?  For 
                                                     entertainment? What 
                                                     impact has the response 
                                                     and campaign had on that 
                                                     individual’s life?

                                          A-M. It helped her to move   
                                          away from a place of  
                                          complete powerlessness   
                                          and fear, from shame. It 
                                          helped that the shame was 
                                          turned around and put on 
                                          the producers of the show 
                                          and the landlord that was 
                                          involved in this. Because she 
                                          had a link with PAL, she was 
                                          able to keep some hope in 
                                          the future and to rebuild a
more stable life. Not feeling alone, when you're 
facing a difficulty, even a very big one can make a
world of difference. And I think that this was
extremely validating that the workers at PAL said,
“what happened to you is wrong!” We gathered
over 3000 signatures of people who took the time
to address this issue and say, this television show
must stop. I think this helped our member keep her
head up.

P. That is such a great example of  how an
individual problem, an abuse can become a
collective effort and solution. I understand why
you feel proud! What other community and
collective actions have you seen and worked with
at PAL in this past year? 

It's been really good to see
people through the years
as well, and see when
there's progress or when
people used to need my
support for certain things,
but are now managing just
fine, or even helping out
other people, letting other
people know how to
access certain services.
That's been pretty great.

P. That must feel great!
What do you feel most
proud of in your work at
PAL in this past year and
throughout this COVID
era?
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A-M. Something that has clearly been a priority in
the last few years, has been issues around
housing. We've solidified our collaboration with
some local housing groups here in Verdun and in
the southwest; for example, the CACV, Verdun’s
Citizen’s Action Committee, and the CDSV, which is
the Social Development Consultation in Verdun.
We've met regularly with them, supported their
initiatives and participated in the THAUV, which is
another table where we discuss housing issues
and housing development in Verdun. We
continued to be active in the “Commit to the
Community Sector Campaign” – Engagez-Vous
pour le Communautaire”, which I think is even
more relevant now than ever. This is a coalition in
which we lobby for all community groups, not just
in mental health, not just in the health and social
services sector, but across the board, reminding
the government and our funders how essential we
are and that we the community have an expertise.
We deserve respect. We deserve autonomy. We
need adequate funding, to not always be running
after funding to do the necessary work we do. I am
really proud that we stood in solidarity with this
initiative and were active in this campaign. During
the pandemic, it wasn't easy to stay safe and do
that. But we did it. We masked, we distanced, we
printed campaign signs for our windows, we
involved residents and members when the
conditions allowed. We stayed active in fighting
poverty, and active with the MTPA which is
demanding a social fare for public transit. We've
done other small things, but they all add up; we
signed letters, we sent letters to our MPs, we went 

to electoral debates to raise awareness about
issues of mental health and poverty. And as much
as possible, we did this with our members, with
their voice and in their words, because they are
the experts of their situations. So those are ways
that we continued being active, even in times
where it was a harder. It just required us to be
more creative.

P. We are very sad that you will be moving on
from Projet PAL after many years of working here.
I’m wondering Anne Marie, what are your best
hopes for this organization in the coming years? 

A-M. I have so many hopes for PAL, because I think
there's such potential here, in in my co-workers in
the organization and Board members. I hope that
PAL always stays connected with the alternative 
philosophy. I hope that PAL continues to be
creative and to think outside the box and find
solutions to the many challenges we face. I hope
that we reach out to new members, that we build
an even stronger community and a more diverse
one. I think our members are very accepting, very
welcoming. I think that's a big strength we have
that when we meet new people, they're warmly
welcomed. And I really hope to see that continue
and flourish. I hope that people with different
realities and profiles can contribute to our
community. And of course, I hope, and know, we
will stay active in the community and in our
partnerships with other community groups. We are
facing many challenges as a society; we need to
stay united. I think we always need to keep in mind 

MTPA demonstration day
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the rights of minorities, the rights of those who are
more vulnerable. Housing is a major issue that a
lot of our members are facing and that PAL knows
a lot about, because we offer such good housing,
but that is obviously insufficient, because
individual groups cannot completely solve a social
issue. I hope our members and our Board and the
team stay active around housing and poverty
issues because this is major and those are so
important in someone's mental health and well -
being.

P. Anne-Marie what is the thing about Projet PAL
you want most to take with you, that you hold
dear?

A-M. There are so many things, and so many
people I hold dear. I think the biggest lesson I've
learned at PAL, is that things aren't always as they
seem. People have a lot of surprises for us, and I
mean that in a good way. There are so many
individuals that over time, I got to know more
about, and still now discover amazing things
about. And this has really helped me have a more
positive outlook on life. There are many things to
be critical about, and there are things to
denounce, and I do that. But at PAL, I've also
learned to truly deeply appreciate other people,
quite a variety of people, and enjoy what they
bring to the table and find ways to connect with
them. And I want to keep doing that. 

P. You so clearly connected to and had a
profound impact on members, staff and with
community partners. You really managed to
forage authentic relationships with all these
different people. I am just wondering, what did
you do that makes that possible?

A-M. I initially trained and worked as a nurse, 
because I wanted to offer tangible help to people. I
figured, I have a lot of opinions and thoughts
about things, but who am I, to try and guide
people in their lives? Let's try to connect with them,
but through simple physical things. But I ended up
feeling very restricted in that role. And it's
important for me to feel like I can be really
genuine, and spontaneous, and original. Making
the leap to go into community, allowed me to
connect with people, to be genuinely myself and
to speak my mind and to stay true to my heart
and my values. I think people can feel that. I tried 

to make space for the other person, to really focus
on them when they're talking to me, and to really
try and put myself in their shoes. And that's
something I've learned to do a lot with members.
And with time, I've started being that way, also,
with colleagues and community partners. This is
also a beautiful thing I'm leaving PAL with, because
I think we need that connection, that
understanding. And to keep in mind that most of
the time, we want what's best for the other, for the
organization. And we can find a way, we can find a
way to work together.

P. And you certainly have. Congratulations for
that. I hear throughout how important it is for
you, for Projet PAL to recognize that members are
the experts of their own lives. Even though you
and PAL have a vast knowledge of the mental
health system and of social services, you always
give the expertise back to them. I think this too
keeps you so authentic, and so loved by PAL
members. 

A-M. Thank you. That’s where the expertise comes
from. When you listen and learn from peoples
experience it adds up. I have members coming
back to me to share resources, and share
feedback. They do this in case other people need
it. I have seen members ask to make
announcements in the community center during
lunch to share information about how to access
Christmas baskets or foodbanks so that others
can benefit. That is beautiful. I would like to see
more solidarity like this in our world. You asked me
earlier about my best hopes for PAL. I would also
like to share my best hopes for society. I would
really like to see a world where there is more
solidarity. 

P. When we have more solidarity, what difference
will it make? 

A-M. I think we would see people help out and
speak out to support people who live similar
situations and challenges, but also different ones.
We already have a lot of mutual aid, and a lot of
solidarity on one-on-one levels, lots of neighbors
helping each other. And I wish to see more of that. I
wish that people see that we have to help one
another in tangible ways that is for sure. But
sometimes to truly help, it's also necessary to raise
our hands or to raise our voice to address issues 
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We just have the one life, right? This one life to live
together. 

P. Thank you Anne-Marie, thank you for this
interview and thank you for everything that you
have done for Projet PAL, for the mental health
community and for keeping solidarity yours and
our best hope. 

on a broader level, on a political level. I think this is
also part of supporting one another, supporting
our neighbors. And that this is a way we can have
sustainable solidarity and build a world where
people will develop less mental health challenges,
will face less issues, less trauma. We will have
more respect, more love and make place for joy. 

The AGIDD-SMQ,  
 Quebec' s association
of intervention groups
in defense of rights in

mental health  
 

congratulates
 

Elizabeth Tran and
Anne-Marie Gallant

 
Candidates for the

2022 Orange award
 

Working at Projet PAL,
they did a splendid job

in leading a
mobilization campaign
and gathering a lot of

people and many
community groups

from different fields,
to put a stop to the tv

show Huissiers.
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In Loving MemoryIn Loving Memory
In 2021, we sadly said goodbye to Suzanne Albert, Sylvain Descostes and Pierre Tremblay. These members willIn 2021, we sadly said goodbye to Suzanne Albert, Sylvain Descostes and Pierre Tremblay. These members will
be very much missed by all of us at Projet PAL We offer our sincere condolences to their families and friends.be very much missed by all of us at Projet PAL We offer our sincere condolences to their families and friends.

Suzanne AlbertSuzanne Albert

Sylvain DescostesSylvain Descostes

Pierre TremblayPierre Tremblay

We feel very privileged to have been able to share some time with Suzanne. She wasWe feel very privileged to have been able to share some time with Suzanne. She was
not one to talk much, but she did not need to. Her eyes and her smile would alwaysnot one to talk much, but she did not need to. Her eyes and her smile would always
convey genuine kindness and warmth. Being the generous hard worker that she was,convey genuine kindness and warmth. Being the generous hard worker that she was,
she would never miss the opportunity to offer her help. We truly hope that sheshe would never miss the opportunity to offer her help. We truly hope that she
received as much from Projet PAL and its members as we did from her.received as much from Projet PAL and its members as we did from her.  

Sylvain was a long-time member of Projet PAL. He was a regular community centerSylvain was a long-time member of Projet PAL. He was a regular community center
participant and was involved in the Therapeutic Measures program as a cleaningparticipant and was involved in the Therapeutic Measures program as a cleaning
supervisor. Sylvain was a straight talker! He told things as they were, whichsupervisor. Sylvain was a straight talker! He told things as they were, which
sometimes could take people by surprize. One thing we knew for sure about Sylvain,sometimes could take people by surprize. One thing we knew for sure about Sylvain,
was that he longed for honesty and fairness and strived to be his best self. He caredwas that he longed for honesty and fairness and strived to be his best self. He cared
deeply for fellow members and the staff and always enquired about everyone’s well-deeply for fellow members and the staff and always enquired about everyone’s well-
being. Projet PAL was very dear to his heart and he to ours.being. Projet PAL was very dear to his heart and he to ours.  

Pierre was a resident and the previous Board's president of Logi-PAL. He was anPierre was a resident and the previous Board's president of Logi-PAL. He was an
earnest, hardworking man who took on the role of cleaning supervisor in ourearnest, hardworking man who took on the role of cleaning supervisor in our
therapeutic measures program. Pierre mostly kept to himself, but for those of us whotherapeutic measures program. Pierre mostly kept to himself, but for those of us who
got to know him, we discovered a sensitive, caring and resilient individual. He was agot to know him, we discovered a sensitive, caring and resilient individual. He was a
great storyteller and most of our conversations would end in laughter no matter howgreat storyteller and most of our conversations would end in laughter no matter how
they started. We will keep fond memories of our time with Pierre.they started. We will keep fond memories of our time with Pierre.

Thank you to our Partners
Projet P.A.L. offers thanks and appreciation to all those who support our mission!Projet P.A.L. offers thanks and appreciation to all those who support our mission!

CENTRAIDE of Greater MontrealCENTRAIDE of Greater Montreal
  

CIUSSS du Centre-Sud-de-l'Île de MontréalCIUSSS du Centre-Sud-de-l'Île de Montréal
  

Fondation familiale GewurzFondation familiale Gewurz

Soutien Communautaire en Soutien Communautaire en logement social dulogement social du
Ministère de la Santé et Services SociauxMinistère de la Santé et Services Sociaux

Guy Lacroix et le Fonds québécois d’initiativesGuy Lacroix et le Fonds québécois d’initiatives
sociales dans le cadre de la lutte à la pauvretésociales dans le cadre de la lutte à la pauvreté
et l’exclusion socialeet l’exclusion sociale
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